
FUNCTIONAL "MEMORY" COMFORT
COMFORT THAT YOUR PET WON’T FORGET!

A new functional comfort range that combines technology, quality and design.

 ➜ Combination of 2 foams: MEMORY FOAM (1/3) and HIGH DENSITY FOAM (2/3).

 ➜ Principle: elasticity of foam relieves pressure on joints, maintains the spine and adapts to the shape of the body. Thus, the animal’s 
weight is distributed over the maximum surface.

 ➜ Advantages: by perfectly adapting to your animal’s morphology: 

 - MEMORY provides your pet with MAXIMUM COMFORT.

 -  MEMORY helps RELIEVE JOINT PROBLEMS.

 ➜ 100% polyester FABRIC is BREATHABLE, RESISTANT and PADDED to ensure maximum comfort for your pet.

 ➜ SUBTLE COLORS AND SIMPLE DESIGN: suits all interiors.

 ➜ EASY MAINTENANCE: removable mattress and basket covers (machine wash at 30°).

 ➜ Suits dogs of all ages. Particularly adapted to dogs with joint problems, mature dogs and convalescent dogs.

NEW
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"Memory" Style pet bed 
60 cm

409 332

&:DDQKMG=U^XXW]:
 600 x 460 x 175 mm

 1

80 cm
409 333

&:DDQKMG=U^XXXZ:
 800 x 610 x 190 mm

 1

100 cm
409 334

&:DDQKMG=U^XXYW:
 1000 x 720 x 220 mm

 1

Set of 3 “Memory” Style 
Pet Beds
60 à 100 cm

409 338

&:DDQKME=U^XX]W:
 1000 x 770 x 320 mm

 1

Packaging: 
large information tag 

New "Style" baskets with 
simple lines 

Silver, embossed 
silkscreen logo
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1. Breathable fabric 2. Memory foam 3. High density foam 4. Kussen met 
afneembare hoes 
(wasbaar op 30°)

 "A very comfortable mattress.
My dog’s joint problems have finally been relieved since he 

sleeps on it.
The mattress is thick and soft and does not loose its shape.

and is of unquestionable quality.
Also, the subtle, elegant style fits in perfectly with my living 

room."
Nelly L., Charlie’s owner   

"Memory"cushion with removable cover 
70 cm

409 335

&:DDQKMG=U^XXZ^:
 700 x 500 x 70 mm

 1

90 cm
409 336

&:DDQKMG=U^XX[[:
 900 x 600 x 70 mm

 1

110 cm
409 337

&:DDQKMG=U^XX\X:
 1100 x 755 x 70 mm

 1


